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About This Game

Pulse Shift is first person puzzle platformer which allows players to control and cheat physics. The game allows to play with
physics, gravity and manipulating time. The primary goal is finding right way and getting to the arrow location as fast as

possible. It is a game where you finding, trying, jumping, collecting, avoiding, thinking, running and trying again. It is 3D puzzle
game where you really playing with a three dimensions.

Game Features

Game consist of over 60 levels in 7 different theme styles with own music and special new ability such as time and gravity
manipulation, projection, ability to see invisible objects and recharge ability which can move or rotate various in-game objects.

Game modes

Game is now extended with two game modes. The first game mode allows player to accelerate game world, which can be used
as sprint, while falling through disappearing platforms or to quickly recharge energy. The second mode allows to mark hidden

bonuses in additional to level goal marker and holokeys. These modes can be enabled and disabled anytime.

Downloadable content included

Chamber 5 dlc is now integrated into the game, available in bonus section at any time. Dlc includes new theme and 5 additional
levels.
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Extras content

Steam edition comes with a bonus extras including level design concepts.
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Title: Pulse Shift
Genre: Indie
Developer:
3 Core Studio
Publisher:
3 Core Studio
Release Date: 23 Jan, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core 1.6 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB card with Pixel Shader 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL Compatible

Additional Notes: .NET Framework 4.0

English
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Played this game for hours back in the days. So, i want to try it again. The graphics are like in 1996, so if you only like 4k
graphics, you don't want to play this game. The game also has lot's of issues, speed isn't good and the bug when you kill
something is irritating. The game works on dosbox, but this come with new bugs. It's impossible to change the weapons, it's an
old issue, but i can't find a way to solve this. So, no, don't buy this game.. Great buy on sale. Don't be misslead by other reviews.
Just had to link my steam account to my Trion account. Got my DLC imediately after doing so. Relaunch the game and there
they were. Grab them while on sale.. This man is clumsy indeed! Worth the 80 pence i paid. even gifted it to a friend! game of
the year 2017.. Fantasic game. Great soundtrack, fun concept, exciting story.

However, it is short, so get it on sale to save yourself the hassle of being annoyed after completing it the first day you play.

Very interested to see what else Fire Face Corp. has done.. Fun game. You can type the letters of your word guess then press
enter or click each letter individually with your mouse. The sound effects are pleasant and rewarding. The only bad things I can
say about the game are that a few real wordsI tried to use "aren't in dictionary" and if you want to click a menu option you have
to hover your mouse pointer about a half inch above the button to get it to highlight. But that's not really a big deal. All in all, it
could use some minor improvements but is otherwise a good game. It's a simple yet challenging way to pass some time. FYI, this
type of game can be played online for free on many sites. I bought this one for offline play.. I like it, but I 'love' low-flying
games (100HM anyone?) It's Arcadey more than sim. Tricky and fun. Try the demo, there's some cool levels later on, that I
haven't unlocked yet in the full game, but are pretty cool. The one thing that games like this reveal about VR, is how absolutely
quick and responsive the controls are, regardless of the VR element. Gestures are intuitive, and it will be interesting to see how
different people respond to control methods, like this.. fun game to say the least

of course no better than KR, but still totally worth the money
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a complete waste of every penny spent.. This is a wonderful block arrangment game where you have to figure out how to fit the
blocks into the correct shapes in the fewest moves. Time is factored into your score, but there is no time limit and score is really
meaningless (unless you're looking for bragging rights), so there is no need to feel rushed (not that any of the levels take a
significant amount of time).

The changes in difficulty since the first game (separating blocks into two groups in the first set of puzzles and having to form a
pattern with the dots on the blocks in the second set of puzzles) and the change to allow you to move pieces outside of the
playing area without it counting as a turn are very welcome improvements over the first game.

The only potential con I can see is that the puzzles are a lot smaller in this game compared to the first game. Having said that, I
think the increased difficulty makes up for the decreased playing area.

I would definitely recommend this to anyone who likes block\/tile-based puzzles.. I married a German; every night I dress up as
Poland and he invades me.. I have always loved a good strategy game and this one is well made. Despite the simple interface and
battles you experience, it is made exactly for the current technology available. I don't see a reason to create anything more
complicated than what this game brought to the table. As most people are developing "VR Legs" and ability to tolerate a game
in excessive hours played at one sitting, it is very enjoyable.

For the single player campaign, I have been enjoying it very much. You follow instructions, you play the game, and your
experience will very of course. I have been enjoying it very much. On a high end system, its pretty sharp and smooth. It reminds
me of a tower defense but of course its not but it is very fun. I manage resources, create an army, upgrade stuff, and there isn't
really much anything else to do besides what we already know of a good strategy game. Sound, graphics, game play is great. Not
excellent but it is great and very enjoyable. It's a full game!

No multiplayer game play yet as I have not played a game yet.

Don't expect epic battles and realistic graphics! This game is exactly like the video shows and is very fun. A must when it goes
on special. A little steep for full price (buy at full price to support them just because VR is a new tech!). 14.99 is a GO and
should be dropped at this price down the road.. Tl;dr:
Quite buggy, unnecessarily hard (likely due to it's brevity... like those old NES games), but contains a good story. This game
takes a little over 4 hours to complete the story. This game is in no way worth $13.99. Only consider buying when 80% off.

Upon launching, I set the game to compatibility mode so that it'd run on my Windows 10 PC.
The game cut about half of the voice narrations short, it may respawn you in areas where you immediately die again, and in
some situations, after finishing one level, may throw an error that crashes the game, ends the game process, and seemingly
requires a restart of Steam to fix. In this game, you will certainly die in jumping from one platform to the next, unless you
already know the map layout (this is where the unnecessary difficulty appears).

Do download the OST however. Also, since it might launch the game instead of downloading the OST, you can download the
free OST (with purchase of the game) by going to the game in your library, right clicking it, going to properties, DLC, and
toggle the tick box so that it remains ticked. The OST should then begin to download.

This game has a great story, but this is superseded by all the bugs I encountered, therefore giving this game a negative review.
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